AGREEMENT BETWEEN
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
AND
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR),
CALIFORNIA STATE PRISON, CORCORAN (COR),
REVISION OF FACILITY 3C DAILY ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
(CDCR #21-094-0, CALHR #3560/ CCPOA #28202)

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the
parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on February 2, 2022, regarding the
implementation of the revised Facility 3C Daily Activity Schedule. This agreement becomes an
addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 (BU6) Memorandum of Understanding, Article
27, Section 27.01 which expires on July 2, 2023.

- CCPOA and the State (CSP-COR) agree to include medication distribution approximate start
times on the Facility 3C Daily Activity Schedule.
- The State (COR) and CCPOA agree, precluding any exigent circumstances, the Control Booth
Officer will release the building as follows for the Facility 3C medication distribution
process: 3C05, 3C04, 3C03, 3C02, and 3C01.
- The State (COR) and CCPOA agree that either party may request to reopen this table within
60 days of the signed agreement to discuss any unforeseen, unresolved, or newly identified
issues that cannot be resolved locally.
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